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Method for transducer transient suppression. I: Theory
Jean C. Piquette
Naval Research Laboratory. Underwater Sound Reifrence Detachmnent. P0. Box 568337, Orlando, Florida
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The problem of driving a transducer in such a way as to produce a tone burst of steady-state
sound radiation in the surrounding fluid medium is considered. The goal is to determine the fl
driving voltage waveform to apply to a transducer to produce an acoustic pressure waveform d
in the fluid that is a segment of a steady-state sine wave, beginning and ending at zero crossings
of the sine, i.e., the usual turnon and turnoff transients are suppressed. The theoretical driving ........

voltage waveform for a spherical transducer is shown to consist of a sum of a pedestal voltage,
a ramp voltage, and a sinusoidal voltage that is phase shifted with respect to the sinusoid -

appearing in the fluid. Both theoretical and numerical calculations are given here. The
following paper presents results of experimental measurements. The measurements were iility Codes
carried out on several spherical transducers (one of which was selected for presentation) and
on an array of piezoelectric tubes. These experiments confirm the validity of the theory. til and I or

Special
PACS numbers: 43.85.Vb. 43.85.Wc, 43.20.Px, 43.20.Rz

___1 - _a__I
INTRODUCTION The problem of interest could alternately be approached

The problem of driving a transducer in such a way as to from the point of view of transfer function theory.' (Gther
produce no transients in the sound radiated into the sur- methods of pulse shaping are based on feedback' or the use
rounding fluid medium is considered. The solution of this of a Wiener filter." ) That is, if the transfer function of a
problem is of interest for two reasons. First, in order to cali- transducer can be accurately determined, appropriate Four-
brate a transducer under environmental conditions of tem- ier Transforms can (in principle) be evaluated to determine
perature and pressure, such calibration must often be effect- how to drive the transducer in any desired way. However,
ed in a test facility of rather limited size. If the transient since this method involves the use of deconvolution. it is
portion of the pressure waveform produced immediately highly sensitive to noise. The equivalent circuit approach is
after tLe driving voltage is applied to the transducer is of not expected to be particularly noise sensitive. The equiva-
sufficiently great duration, as is often the case, reverbera- lent circuit approach also has the advantage that the param-
tions from the boundaries of the test facility can interfere eter values can be restricted by a priori knowledge of ine
with t" e direct radiation from the transducer and can pre- behavior of electric circuit elements. For example, the cir-
elude accurate calibration. cuit resistances obviously must be positive, and the capaci-

The second area of interest is in scattering or reflection tances and inductances must be real valued. In the transfer
measurements that might also be carried out in a test facility function approach, a completely unphysical model might be
of limited size. I- this case, in order to separate the interro- numerically generated due to the influence of noise. or due to
gating radiation from the scattered or reflected radiation, it other effects that might be unknown to the experimenter. It
is necessary to place the sound detector at a sufficiently great is demonstrated that the equivalent circuit approach also
distance from the scatterer that the turnoff transient has di- helps in selecting a power amplifier that is best suited to
minished the interrogating radiation to a level that is well achieving transient suppression.
below that of the scattered radiation at the time of its recep- In Sec. I. the transient suppression method is developed
tion. If the rate of decay of the interrogating radiation after using the simple LCR circuit. While much of what is pre-
drive turnoff is sufficiently slow, the required detector-to- sented here is well known, this case is helpful to consider
sample separation may have to become great enough that the since it gives insight into the calculational method. The anal-
facility boundaries again interfere with the desired measure- ysis of this case is al.so useful for gaining an understanding of
ment. why the method works in the more complicated cases of

The method used here to solve the transient problem, practical interest. The method also happens to produce an
which we will refer to as the "transducer transient suppres- exact solution for the LCR circuit. The application of the
sion" method, involves analytically evaluating an equivalent method to a spherically shaped transducer is considered in
circuit for the transducer of interest. Thus, the transient- Sec. I1. Included is a discussion of the approximate nature of
suppressing driving voltage waveform deduced here will ac- the solution, as well as a discussion of what is required to
tually be that which is appropriate for driving the circuit in a obtain the exact solution of the relevant differential equa-
transient-suppressed mode. The success of the method in tion. This exact circuit solution is useful in evaluating the
suppressing transient radiation from the transducer wkill accuracy of the approximate transient-suppressing drive
hinge upon the fidelity of the equivalent circuit to the trans- that is presented. In Sec. Ill numerical experiments that
ducer of interest. were carried out to investigate the effectiveness of the ap-
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proximate theoretical solutions are described. Section IV The transient observed near the start of the voltage
presents the transient-suppressing drive in a convenient waveform appearing across the resistor is termed a "turnon
mathematical form. and also gises a discussion of the drive's transient." The transient observed across the resistor after
'%arious features. Section V gives a summary, tile conclu- the cessation of the drive is a "turnoff transient" or "ring-
sion. and a description of fiture work. down transient." We seek here a modified driving voltage

waveform so that both of these transients are suppressed. Of
I. LCR CIRCUIT course, there is no apriori reason to expect that a drive can be
A. Background found that satisfies the desired 100%c transient suppression

To illustrate the transient-suppression concept, we will requirement. However, in the case of the LCR circuit such a

consider first the simple LCR circuit, driven by an arbitrary- drive can be found. In the case of a more realistic transducer

s-aseform (ARBI) soltage source which produces the arbi- equivalent network, as considered in Sec. II, transient sup-

trarv ssaseform I(') (see Fig. I ). We consider this circuit pression is only approximately achieveable.

not because it represents a realistic equivalent network for
any transducer of interest, but rather because it is the sim-
piest case that contains all tile salient features of a damped The differential equation of the LCR circuit of Fig. I is
oscillating system. i

Any excitation of an oscillating system tends to cause L-d - iR - I(), (1
dt C

the ssstcfl to. oscillate at its resonance frequency (or fre-
cluencic ). F:or example. in the case of the LCR circuit of wee=tm ic wthSwscoeIcretih(iLICIM For exampe. Ii ife ie aced by at"ea shocircuit" o, circuit, q - charge on the capacitor. L - inductance of theinductor. R - resistance of the resistor, C c- capacitance of
sect ion of conductittg wire), and if the capacitor had sonce
initial tion/cro chainge then. sshen swvitch S is closed, the %ol-

arbitrary waveform generator. The soltage wascform %%c de-laue %asfortil obssrired across thle resistor would be a
damped sitiusoid. This damped sinusoid is characterized by sire to produce across resistor R is

the circuit's resonance frequency fO) t 0.

I I I R V0 1) ItI= ,sin(c,,t), . t 1 .0, (2)
1• LC 4 0. ;.r

I-- V. ý' t 7
Here.,i-), = 2-,f is the angular frequency I, til te Ordinarý11d an exponential damping factor e , where t is the

tinc sinice thle s,% itch ssas closed. frequency ) of the sinusoid, and - is tile "'pulse lengeth.'" ice..
Supposeti Crged and the total time duration of the pulse. and is assumed to corre-Next, ,p,'ethe capacitor C is initially t, nchare andpriuiI

tha tile A-R13 is dri, cn to suddcnlv apply a gated sinusoidal spond to an integral number of half-cscles of period I/,.

% oliage to tle circuit at the nioment swith h S is closed. (The Mathicinatically,. sc assume - -- n/2f1, where o is a positisc
%%hole n umber. The quantit V], i- anl arbitrarilý-sclcctable

frequenic /, of this dris ng ,asehforni need not be equal to
the reonaiice frequent\ of the circuit. ) In this case, the vol- voltage amplitude. We choose to solse Eq. (1 ) subject to the

realistic initial conditions that q () and i 0 at tittie t - 0.
acc s\as eform observed across R would appear to be the Istic itital codton t q ( IS ani(at iriue d

Slim of is\.o \\a\eformns. Otie of'these v.as efornis swould sim- Ii

p1.1 he a stead, -state Sinusoid characterized by the frequency across R. the current in tile circuit inuList he

/ of i le dris inc s \aseforn. The other sas eform would be imt) - " (t)i R, (3
Ihc ,aiic t,, pe otfdamped sinusoid as described ahos e. After and the charge on tile capacitor at an\ tinle t - ust be
ihie iermination of the drisiig sohtaCe siIIusoid, the soltage
\\si cfOrim obsr'\ cd across R \sould onlh be the daniped sin- q(t ) i( ')dt
tisoid associatcd ss ith the circuit',, resontatce flrequence..

10. 0, O

w eis /R,, ,[I - coS, ... t)] . 0, (4)
L C R tQ. tI

%% here li, te ( constant ) charge onl the capacitor at the
moment of termination odtie dris ing voltage. The salue of Q
depends upon swhether .n e\en or an odd number of half-
cs cles of aI gated Silusoid is desired to appear across R. We
determine Q by i'nposing the conditon of continuity ofl kL-
tric charge oi the capacitor from timn t -r to tinlme
1t - . ThL salue ofQatt -- i,,determined b\ usiiig tile

ARB cxpression for q t) mi the time interal - t .(. gis cn bh tile

V ( t) imiddlr- expression of Eq, (4). This means that if'an c\ien
nturihber of half-c\cles iS desired then Q 0 Since

I I( I R t cos( .), 7) ((01or an c.en nunm hcr ofhalfc,,de,,. Iftan
r., th'ipr,,u , h , t odd number of half-c\cles is desired then Q 21 R0_
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[since I - cos(w, = 2 for ail odd number of half-cyclesl. 6 is positive and below the undamped resonance (where
Thus, Lo,, < I/w,C ). 6 is neg.tik.e.

0, (for anl even number of

driving half-cycles) C. Discussion
Q {= 2•,1/Rw., (for an odd number of We now consider, with hindsight, why the simple driv-

ing waveform of Eq. (7) might (possibly) have been antici-
driving half-cIcles), pated. In what follows, it is assumed the drive frequency is

We can now determine the required transient-sur.p;ess- sufficiently close to the undamped resonance frequency that
ingdriving voltage V(t) by simply substituting Eqs. (2)-(5) the phase angle b is negligibly small. The discussion is also
into Eq. ( 1). The result is restricted to the suppression of only the turnon transient.

"0. t < 0 although an interpretation of the turnoff transient would be
similar in nature.

Lw,, - - cos(a.,?t) If either a pedestal or gated sinusoidal drive voltage

i'(t) R- (h) were separately applied to the LCR circuit. an exponentially

+ V, silGwI) + damped sinusoidal transient voltage would appear across R.
,R C It is easy to show that in both the pedestal drive and gated

Q /C. I . sinusoid drive cases the exponential taper is of the math-
ematical form e -' -,,. The frequency of the damped sinu-

That Eq. (6) does indeed represent the exact solution of soidal component in both cases is the resonance frequency of
the transient suppression problem for the LCR circuit can be the circuit. Thus, it is (perhaps) not surprising that it is
justified on the basis of the uniqueness of the solution of Eq. possible to choose a pedestal voltage amplitude V, such that
( I ). The argument is as follows: Since the solution ofEq. ( I ) the decaying sinusoid it produces will just precisely cancel
is unique, there necessarily can be only one solution that the transient portion of the response to the gated sinusoidal
satisfies both this differential equation and the given initial drive. thereby entirely eliminating the turnon transient. In
conditions. If we turn the problem around, we can assume mathematical terms, a gated sinusoidal drive will produce a
that Eq. (6) is a given drive that is to be substituted for the current in the circuit having the mathematical form
inhomogeneous term V(t) in Eq. ( 1). The problem then .- e , 2 sin (o), ) + A. sin (u,, 0), where w. is the reso-
becomes that of solving Eq. (1) for q(t) subject to the as-sume coditonstha q 0 nd dldtý 0at = . Snce nanit angular frequency- 2,-J'. ' • is the driving angular
sumed conditions that 0and dq/dt 0 at t 0. Since frequency. and A. and .A. are amplitudes. (This form of the
Eq. (6) was constructed by directly satisfying both the in- current is only exactly valid when v, is exactly equal to the
tial conditions and the differential equation, Eq. (4) must undamped resonant angular frequency - I/\ LC .) A ped-
obviously be the unique solution of Eq. ( 1 ) for q(t) given the estan angul p r eauen t i the L c . d-
inhomogeneous driving term represented by Eq. (6). It fol- estlhe mt aill prmduce a ' c rren( I t). We have
lows that , (t) of Eq. (2) is the %oltage that appears across ieg the mathematical foarmrange suc th s ai t ). - hA, eseen thalt matters can be arranged such that A A , - -s.'o
resistor R in response to the drive of Eq. (6) and the given that the sum of the tvo responses exactly cancels the trai-
initial conditions. that the sum exp onent ial r m ,,.nses e ca nce l th e

For convenience. we re-write the transient-suppressing sient-produci7g exponential terms. The drixing volage
drive I " t I of Eq. ( ) in the fori waveform of Eq. (7) does exactly this.

Perhaps it is surprising that the sign of the applied pedes-
l'(t) - ..tsin(I ,•,It 6) . . -,t -0. (7) tal voltage V,. turns out to be the same as the sign of the

w here amplitude of the driving sine wave .4. (The sign of both .4
and V, are determined by the sign of Vl,.) One might sup-

-A •>/R )\ R (L!,, 1/4.,C), . pose that to cancel the transient effects produced by an ini-

n ( L,,, , /( ,,,C) tially positive-going sine wave drive one would require the
3 sinll application of a negative-going pedestal. However, this is not

R 4- ( L -I I/t,,, C) so. Since the transient behavior exhibited by the response of

the circuit to a simple gated sinusoidal drive is that the initial
anid observed amplitude of oscillation is beloh the desired steady-

I I RC. state amplitude, one must apply an e'ne'-greater voltage

transient near the start of the signal in order to compensateNote that Eq. (7 applies only to the tinIe interval t -0. for the deficiency in amplitude. In the case of an LCR circuit
the other time intervals being covered by the first and last t p vthe pedestal voltage I having the same sign as the ampli-
expressions of Eq. (6). Also note that in the form of Eq. (7 ). tilde A of the driving sinusoid gives precisely the required

m) is easily seen to consist ofa sum of a "'pedestal voltage" i drvitge sinsoi g p l
pl, Plus a ,in usoidal voltage of amplitude .4 that is phase-

shifted b\ an amount 6 with respect to the sinusoid appear- TRANSDUCER EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
ng across R I note Eq (2) . The cxprcssion for 6 gin en

ah,,c shows thut at thle circurtWs undamped resonance fre- Although the ILCR uircirit considered in Sec. I captures,
quencv (wx here I./,,, I/,C ). 6 0). For dri\ ing frequen - tile essence of a darimped oscillatrig sýstem. it is not directl\
cies aho\e the undamped resonance ( \here i.,-. I /t,,,C C". applicable to file transient suppression problem for , xxo rea-
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s C R from those presented can result in a drive voltage that fails to
solve the transient-suppression problem.) Also, we choose
to require the voltage across the fluid-load resistor R,, to be a

I : I " gated sinusoid, rather than to require this condition on the

I Ri II ::resistor R as was done in analyzing the LCR circuit. This
'R choice is based on the assumption that the pressure wave-

. __ form produced in the surrounding fluid medium will be a
L-- - !scaled replica of the voltage waveform appearing across the

resistor R,.
:S i We require the voltage V, (t) across resistor R,, to be

F-10 2 Equia-nt circuit ofa sphierical tran,,ducer dri'eii h% an arbitrar f0, t < 0.

iateltorm generator ARB--arhitrar% %a~eform generator that produce,, V, (t) sin(wo,,t), t>, (8)
'ItagC a,.eforni I it . R -- internal res'itaiice of ',oltage source: C,--

hlocked capacitaiice I iiclieL , caleh capacilanlc.e) , L- inductance ofiinduC- 10, 1 > 7.

tor contamiicd in LCR hrnich, i e.. the mnotlonal 1itductance. C- capacitance Here. 7 again represents the pulse length and V,, denotes an
Ocitpaci tor in I CR hrancth. i e. t he. tnotiotial capacitance: R -re~,siance of arbitrarily selectable voltage amplitude.
rici,•r in I CR branch. i e . the moitional r:c,,iiancc: L --- inductance of the Since inductor L,, is wired in parallel with resistor R,,
SLt I e I ni V poinent of tithc radiathion load of the fluid on thie transducer: R

r.,,i,,tincC of the re',isti, c component of the radiation load of the fluid ont
tic iral,,idUccr. i . i . . i . i -current, di,

L, - = P, sin(f9ot). t O, (9)

which can be integrated to give
sons. First, the LCR circuit does not include the so-called V,
"blocked capacitance" C,, of a transducer, and second, it i , - ( I - cos((,) J. r.Žt>O0. (10)
does not account for the radiation loading of the transducer.
in order to address these issue,, we consider next the equiva- In producing Eq. (10) from Eq. (9). the realistic condition
lent circuit of Fig. 2. (See. for example, Fig. 3 of Ref. 7.) that it = 0 at t = 0 has been imposed. Similarly. conserva-

The blocked capacitance C,, of Fig. 2 should be under- tion of charge gives
stood to include the additional capacitance of the cable at- i = i .+ i. ( 11 )
tached to thc transducer The two other additional circuit and, combining Ohm's law with Eqs. (8). (10), and (I11)
cllemnts. denoted here by L and R,, , represent the effects
of radiation loading on the transducer produced by projec- produces
tion ofsound into the surrounding fluid medium. It is shown I. 1 vii- I - cos(eo,,) ] + -- sin(wl,,). (12)
in Ref. 7 that these circuit elements represent exactly the L,, ,,,
cffects of fluid loading on a spherically shaped transducer. We may next apply Kirchhofs law to the loop starting

The element R, is taken here to account for the depar-tueohe lemn Ristakenheretoaoune f the ddeal.That R epar- at the inductor L and proceeding through circuit elements in
lure ot the voltage source from the ideal. That is. R, repre- theorderL -C--R -- R, -C, - L. thus obtaining the equa-
sents the internal resistance of the voltage source, including tion
the AR13 and any amplifier used to drive the transducer of
interest. Of course, a frequency-dependent internal imped- iR + L di q q, (13)
ance Z would he more realistic. However. as will be seen in di C C1,
the discussion that follows, in order for the transient sup- where q is the charge on capacitor C and q, is the charge on
pression method to he successful, the internal impedance of capacitor Ch. Equation ( 13) may now be differentiated with
tihe ,.oltage source must necessarily be negligibly small. The- respect to time, and Eq. (12) and Ohm s law may be used to
internal resistance R, is included simply to demonstrate the eliminate i and i. yielding
consequences of failing to use a voltage source of very low
internal impedance. Including a frequency-dependent vol- (C , R ,, + o, s (
tage source internal impedance would not materially affect CR sin(eo,,) + cos(w,,t)
the conclu,,ions.

+ L C .. ,,t)Sl 1"1

A. Transient-suppressing drive LLC, / cos (,, t) -- R, sinl)

We now, proceed to derive the transient-suppressing C,,h , VP
dri•e Vt t) for the circuit of Fig. 2 in a manner similar to that | [I -- cos((o!,,) 0 + -- sin 0o.,,t)
used in c\ alualing the LCR circuit. Unlike the analysis ofthe C \L,,to,, R,,

ICR circuit. we vill find that the analysis in the present case [ V,,,(, Co s )
results in all approximate solution. We will therefore go R- R,, C,, R cos(eot) . (14)
through the circuit calculations in some detail so that the
basis ofthe transient-suppressing drive is clear. (It is impor- Once again, conservation of charge requires

tant to point out that the use of different Kirchhoff loops i, = i + i. (15)

1206 J Acoust Soc Am. Vol 92 No 3. September 1992 Jean C Piquette. Transducer transient suppression Theory 1206



Combining Eqs. (12), (14), and (15) produces

, [1 - cos(",,t) ] + -- Isin(ot) + ChR sin(w(t) + ---- 1Cos(a)"t
L _, _o, R, L,,, R,,.

± LCh (Vo W cos(a),t) - Vo sin(,ot))+C, ,(\ + [V- cos(,,,t) ] + -sin(,OIt))\L,, R,, C \L,, wo, R,,

+ Ch VJoW, cos(to0t). (16)

Equation (16) gives the source current i, when the trans- tage drop across both the inductor L,. and the resistor R,, for
ducer is driven in the transient-suppressed mode. times t > -.

Finally, we write a Kirchhoff loop starting at the ARB, The required form of the function V(t) after time t = r-
and proceeding around the loop defined by the circuit ele- depends upon whether an even or an odd number of half-
ments ARB - R, - L - C- R - R,, - ARB to give cycles is desired to appear in the radiated signal during the

d q interval r7t)>O, since the current appearing in inductor L,,.
V(t) = iR, + L di + C + iR + V,, sin(&1)., r7it '. at timet = - depends upon thisaswell. From Eq. (10),we

(17) havethat

The only quantity not yet defined in Eq. (17) is q. the charge 0. if r corresponds to an

on capacitor C. We obtain this uy performing the integral even number of half-cycles,
2 Vg = IL,, &, if 7 corresponds to an

q idt, (18) odd number of half-cycles.

where i is given by Eq. (12) and it is assumed that q = 0 at (20)

t 0. thus producing It follows that i. = 0 for t > 7, and thus conservation of

Vý',t r v charge gives i = i, for I > -. Writing further loop equations.
q - S i• , L i((",ht) we find that i,, = (C 1,/C)i, and i, = ( I + C,,/C)i, for t > 7.

Thus, writing a loop equation for the element path
V, I -Cos (o,,)] -0. (19 ARB--R -- L-.C-R-L,, -ARB produces the result
R ,- [ I R , + R ± R + q ( t) , t >•* ( 2 1 )

Equation (17) constitutes the desired transient-sup- ) - ) C
pressing drive for the turnon interval 7,'t O. Note that Eqs. We obtain an expression for the quantity q(t) required
(12). (16), and (19) define the quantities i. i, and q, respec- in Eq. (21) by integrating the current which, for
tively, which are required to evaluate Eq. (17). i(t) = i, - constant produces

In order to deduce the required functional form of V(t)
for the interval t> -. i.e., the turnoff interval, we will impose q(t) i t + K. I> 7. (22)
the requirement that the current i, in the inductor L,, re- where K is a constant of integration. The constant K can be
main constant at the value it has at the moment t =-, . We evaluated in terms of the value of q(t) at t = 7 [note Eq.
choose to impose this condition because it assures zero vol- (19)] thus, in combination with Eq. (21). finally yielding

2-If 2 t ; q7 )I 17 (23)
I+ C- R, +R -+ (t -; + q(-

CL,, ,,, C L, t>r

Here, the upper expression applies in the case of an even presented there has not succeeded in satisfying all initial con-
number of half-cycles of signal output, while the lower ditions that must be imposed to evaluate the response ofthe
expression applies in the case of an odd number of half-cy- circuit of Fig. 2. At time I = 0. these conditions are (i)
ties. The constant quantity q( r ) required to evaluate Eq. i, = 0. (ii) i = 0. (iii) q = 0. and (iv) q,, = 0. These initial
(23) is itself evaluated using Eq. (19). conditions are forced by the assumptions that the capacitors

are initially uncharged, there are initially no currents in the
B. Discussion circuit, and the fact that the presence of resistors in the cir-

cuit inhibits instantaneous changes in the charges and cur-
While the analysis of Sec. If A is relatively straightfor- rents.

ward. it is only approximate. This is so because the approach Conditions (i). (ii). and (iii) are readily seen to be satis-
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fled b% examining Eqs. (10). (12). and 1 l9), respectively, the equation subject to the initial conditions described above
Howex er. no prox ision for satisfying condition (i0 ) has been wkas actually carried out using a symbol manipulation corn-
made in the foregoing analysis. Thus, the solution for the puter program. and the rather involved symbolic solution
desired transient suppressing drine. gixen by Eq. (17), can will not be displayed here.
onl. be approximate. It is therefore necessary to justify the By applying appropriate loop equations, it can be shown
de-emphasis of condition (iv) with respect to conditions that the current i, of the circuit of Fig. 2 obeys the differen-
( ii-( lit ). and to in% estigate ho" wkell Eq. ( 17) actually does tial equation
in achiexing the desired transient suppression. R'CLL d`il LL RL

Wejustifx emphasizing condition (i) on the basis of the " R,-C, L
fact that ,,e are most interested in the observation of sound R dt4  (L
actually produced in the surrounding fluid medium. If the ( RL L. R CL )
currcnt v \%ere not zero at time t= a toncausalradiation L 1 -, R, " - R,CCR "R,, R., CR,

Would be produced by the model, a condition that is clearly ( L R C
unsatisfactor S i, R R,L ___RCa_

e )u.iUttif% emphaizi,,g conditions (ii) and (iii) on the dt - CR, C dt
basis of the expectation that the LCR branch of the circuit of 1 dl', (t)
Fig, 2 %%ill primarilx control the transients produced in the C d'
circuit. Since %%e are interested in transient suppression. It is It should not be surprising that the differential equation is of
nmportant to account for all electrical influences occurring fourth order. in \iew of the fact that there are four initial

in the portion ofthe circuit that i,, expected to be most signifi- conditions to be satisfied. Note also that in the limit as

cant in producing the,,e transients. R -0. Eq. (25) becomes a third-order differential equation.
We justify dc-emphasizing condition (i ) on the basis of This means that in this limit only three initial conditions

the fact that if the % oltage source internal resistance R. were must be satisfied. This helps to-further substantiate the
zero, condition (i ) would not e\en be a requirement. That deemphasizing of condition (i%) in deducing the transient-
i,,. a capacitor can be charged instantaneously if there is no suppressing drive.
resistor in series with it. Thus. ifa olhage source of very low The initial conditions (i)-( i) considered above are
internal resistance is used in realizing the circuit of Fig. 2. no "'fundamental" conditions i the sense that they follo\v from

great dificulty should arise in dc-emphasizing condition the kno\n properties of electrical circuit elements and rea-
i V. in connection waith the present discussionst a 'lo' -ld sonable assumptions concerning charges and currents prior

ternal resi tance means that the time constant R, Ca should to drix ing the circuit. Of course, before these conditions can
be much smaller than the period of the sinusoidal wa. eIorm be applied to the problem of sol\ ing Eq. (25). -derived"
xxhich is desired to be produced across resistor R . If the initial conditions must ',e deduced. These derived conditions
frequency of this desired \ax eform is denoted byf,. the con- must express the initial conditions ( i )-(i% ). as well as the
ditiln of requiring a ,oltage source of small internal resis- additional conditions at i = -. in terms of the equation %ari-
lance can be expressed in the form able i . The required deriations folloxv from straightfor-

R _1 I t C . 24) ward applications of KirchhotFs laws.

It Should also be understood that in addition to condi-
11011', I f- o u% ý. t'OLr nmore conditions are required at i = 7-. Il. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
Thesc ciL Liiton1,S ImIpose the requirement thhat the charges In order to determine the effectiveness of the transient-

anildt currents do not change insitantaneouslx in response to suppressing driving wioage \eaveforn proposed here. the ex-
li instantaneou, change in dri\ e olhage that occurs at act symbolic age dafore proposEd h th c.

actsVnb~iCSolution of the differential equation of Eq. (25)
subject to suitably expressed forms of initial conditions (i )-

C. Circuit differential equation and "derived" initial i\) (plus the additional conditions at t 7). and with its
conditions right-hand side exaluated using Eqs. t17) and t23). w as

computed. These somexhat formidable calculations were
In order to address the problem of xcrif~x g that the carried through \with the aid of the symbolic mathematics

a1pproxiniatc drixirtg woltage %%axetorm ,specified by Eqs. comnputer program SMP l"'.To allow, rapid numericalevall.-
-I-) and ( 23) Is effectlixe in actuall, suppressing the tran- ation of the resulting s. mbolic expressions. the S\tP facility

,'`2nt res"ponSe ofthe circuit. \\e ,x ill noxx consider \xhat must for generating FOR rRA-N subroutines from symbolic expres-
be dOneC In order 10 ohtaii tile c\.ICt solItlOIo of the ditferen- sions %as used.
t11.1 cquat in of the ,.i rcu I i-his exact Solution can then be As an example calculation, the USRD F5 standard
used to assess the cttecný cei,, of the proposed drn ing x ol- transducer" %%as considered. This particular source axas cho-
tagxc a\x cform hx,. dirctl] coniputing the xoltage that x,,ould sen for study since it is spherical. and thus its behaxior is
be produced across rcSiýtor R if the drix ung aohtage vaxe- expected to be vell described by the equivalent circuit of Fig.
tIrni, of EqS f I and 1 23 ) xere actuall\ applied b\ tile 2 for frequencies up to its Ioxxest resonance frequency. This
•\RB ii,,\xcxcr, the dtfferentital equation in the present case resonance frequetien occurs at about 12 kHz. This trans-
\ ill hbe Seen to he itlTicientll. complex that \xe ax ill limit our- ducer x,,as also chosen because approximate xalues for the
selx cs to displa\ ing the form of the equation. The Solution of electrical elements of the equix alent circuit are knov n.'
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(The value used here for the blocked capacitance Ch also - -

includes the transducer's cable capacitance.) Since the inter- , 0
nal resistance R, of the voltage source is selectable indepen-

dently of the equivalent circuit's other electrical element val- 12 5

ues, we will investigate the circuit response for a few differ- .00
ent values of this parameter.

In Fig. 3 is presented a graph of the voltage across resis-
tor R,. that appears in response to an ordinary gated sinusoi-
dal driving voltage. This driving sinusoidal waveform is
characterized by a frequency of 12 kHz, and is applied for a 20

duration of three cycles. In Fig. 3, as in several subsequent
figures, the "time window" used corresponds to 6 cycles of 20C 400 000 200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

the driving frequency of 12 kHz. Hence, the response shown DATA POINTS (Eoch Po..n. 0.2 -.c.o.econ.s)

in Fig. 3 represents the turnon transient for all 3 cycles for
which the driving voltage waveform is applied and 3 cycles FIG. 4- Transient-suppressing driving voltage waveform that must be pro-

of the turnofftransient. As can be seen, the response does not duced by the ARB in order to create a 3-cycle, 12-kHz (one burst across the

quite achieve steady state by the third cycle, and the turnoff fluid load resistor R,,, in the circuit of Fig. 2: R, = I ohm.

transient has not yet completely died away by the end of the
time window that is depicted. It should be noted that the
reasonable behavior observed in Fig. 3 suggests that the
equivalent network, its assumed element values, the differ- We investigate the result of increasing the voltage
ential equation and initial conditions used in its solution, are source internal resistance R, in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(a) is depict-
all quite realistic. ed the voltage across resistor R,. when the voltage source

Next, we use Eqs. (17) and (23) to deduce the required internal resistance R, = 10 ohm, and Fig. 6(b) depicts the
transient-suppressing drive V(t) for this particular trans- voltage across resistor R, when the voltage source internal
ducer model. Since the desired 3-cycle drive contains 6 half- resistance R, = 100 ohm. [In each case, the transient-sup-
cycles (an even number), the turnoff portion of the drive is pressing driving waveform V(t) has been re-computed to
given by the upper expression of Eq. (23). The resulting properly account for each new value of R, I The increase in
transient-suppressing driving waveform that must be ap- transient behavior with increasing voltage source internal
plied to the circuit by the ARB, for the case in which voltage resistance is evident by comparing Figs. 5, 6(a), and 6(b).
source internal resistance R, = I ohm, is depicted in Fig. 4. However, even the case for which R, = 100 11 exhibits sub-
(In Fig. 4, as well as in several subsequent figures, note that stantially suppressed transient behavior as compared to the
the zero of time has been slightly displaced from the vertical gated-sine response depicted in Fig. 3.
axis, in order to more clearly exhibit the behavior of the The results presented in Figs. 5 and 6 can also be used to
depicted function for times near t = 0.) The resulting vol- "tighten" the restriction represented by the expression of
tage waveform appearing across the resistor R,, is depicted (24), assuming that the response of other transducers will be
in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the transient-suppressing drive has similar to that seen in these figures. If the behavior seen in
succeeded in eliminating virtually all of the transient behav- Fig. 6(a) is deemed to be an acceptable transient suppres-
ior that is evident in Fig. 3. sion, but that of Fig. 6(b) is not, we can modify (24) to be

instead

i 00

0 75

100
0 50-

0 5 05

0 200- 40 0 0 0010 4010 6020 2020

- 25-,

-0 50-

075-A -10-

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1000 2000 2200 2400 -1 5
DAA OITS(EcNPont0, mc- nd)0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 IWO0 1800 2000 2200 2400DATA POINTS (Eooh Poin-0O2 mcro..Nlondl)

DATA POINTS0 (Eoch Pomnt- 0.2 rioc ond)

F- IG Voltage ,%.%veffrm appeiaring across the fluid-load ress, tor R. in the

circuit (if Fig 2 in response tIo driing vollage wa,ef|rni consisting of 3 FIG. 5. voltage waveform appearing acros resistor R,, in response to the
,'s'le's c:fa 12-kHI tlti hurst transient-suppressing drive depicted in Fig. 4: R,. ohm.
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is shown for the case in which it is desired to produce 5 half-

15___ - cycles of a 12-kl-z signal across R,, . (R, = I ohm here.)
Before leaving the ~ubject of the time-domain response

10 of the circuit of Fig. 2, it is worthwhile to point out that the
circuit responds to the transient-suppressing drive at fre-

0 5'-, quencies away from resonance in a manner similar to that
I described here for resonance. Of course. in -Actual practice it

~00 is not expected that the responses for frequencies above reso-
a rnance will be as good as those predicted by the theory. since

05 for such frequencies the equivalent circuit is generally mnap-
1 plicable (due to the influences of higher-mode resonances).

0 200 400 600 600 '000 1200 1400 1600 '800 2000 2200 2400

td) DATA POINT'S (Ec4 Pon1 0 2 -r ... ccsM,) IV. THE TRANSIENT-SUPPRESSING DRIVE AND ITS
PROPERTIES

Hiere, we put the turnon portion of the transient-sup-
'5-- - - -------- pressing drive of Eq. ( 17) into a slightly different form, so

I that its mathematical structure is more transparent. In par-
L ~ticular, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. ( 17) in the form

Vht) - A sin(to,,l +i d) +~ Mt + V, . 7 s' V_'.

(27)
0o'- where

A (a- + b(28)

-R l, R, VI, C,,R, V, 1/11
= L,,~ L ~l) L,, 1)~~CR 4- C,,R, II,L

0 . -- -- -- -- '~C, L R, V,,W, L V,, (,
206 5,1D 0.110 8ýC "00 21,0( '430 '600 6800 2000 2200 2400±+

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C bR R,- Vco 2 .~,c~d'L

+ CRR",- (29)

CRVI, CL,,R\V, RV, R
j:, C,,.- It)~w om, (26) Woi.I WIl

[h fe espression of 26 a, habeen produced by rounding to 'rw CL,,', (31)
[fie nearest ordcýr Of 11Lmacnit de thciluc ofI 1 thle product R ~ RV CR K
1,,R C,, used to gencrate Fig. 6(a). Note that cxpre'~sio~n V RVi R Vi C, R, +I . (2
(26) can he used to hielp sclect an appropriate powter amipliti- L,, (r)" L,, (o CL , (00 CR,,

er t0 dl ri ,c a gis enl t ransducer of known i blocked capacitancc and
C ,, in the t ransicI-t-sppressed mode(I. Tha1,t is., (26) is an enm- -tn'ab.(3
pirical relation that sets aii tipper houiid oi R . a ah.(3

It is also interesting! to csaminitc thle sarious Currcnts in lIn the form of Eq. (27). it is. clear that the transient-sup-
lie circuit Mi en tihc circulit is dri sen ii tilie transient -sup- pressing, drive for the t union interval -, I 0 consists of a

pressed miode. in Fig. 7)(a) - (d) are depicted tilie enurrents i . sumti of a ramnp voltage, a pedestal voltage, and a sinusoidal
11".i. and i, . respeetis clv. for the ease of R -- I-ohim sour11ce % oltage w;%hich is phase shifted by anl aniount 64 with respect to
resistance. I'T'he large cur rent spikes seeii at t he beginning tilesiiusoidal v.oltage that appears across tile resistor R,,.I
and~ end~ingj_ of Fig. 7(a ) and ( h) represent rapid chiarging We next examine how each of the transient-suppreCssing
and d isefiargi ne.rspc s l of tilie blocked capaeitor C,,. I Paranlietel' that determniie tlie shape of the driv~ing s\ aye-

lIn s icsv of the differing functional forms, assumed bN the formn oft Eq. (27) s ary svith respec:t to frcequencN. lII partieu-
turnotT portion ot the transient-suppressing drise I'm( for lar. we examine how thle parameters 4, VA , . M_,_,~ and 04

theeil hlfece and odl-hlnaf-csclc cases,, it Is, Also inter- sar\ its the frequency ol the.Nigrial that is desired to he radiat-
estingL! to inisestigate one ease in sv hich tile trainsducer model ed into the fluid that surrounds the transJucer is changed].
is, dfrisen to produce an odd inumber of half es des across tile Fior thle purpose of these calculations, we again u: ., the traiis-
resistor R. . In Fig. S thle reSu~ltiiig soltage across resistor R, duicer parameters from Ref. It).
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80~ 7 -180 deg in this limit. Similarly, evaluating Eq. (33) in the

limit as frequency approaches infinity shows that 6 ap-

90 proaches + 180 deg in this limit. (In the ciose of the LCR
circuit, 6 varies from - 90 deg to +1 90 deg as frequency
varies from zero to infinity.') These limiting values are con-

_______ ______________-sistent with the behavior of the function 6 that is apparent in

Fig. 10. (This surprising behavior of the phase angle 6, viz..
that the sinusoidal component of the driving waveform ap-

-90 proaches the condition oi'being 180 deg out of phase with
respect to the radiated waveform, will be considered further
in connection wvith the discussion of Fig. 12.)

2000 4T 060 0000020 40 00 20 20 40 In Fig. 11I the variation in the slope of the ramp voltage
'
0

EOOENCY CH,) M. with respect to frequency is depicted. This function
varies hyperbolically with frequency, as is evident from the

[RI(i I I) RcLoiiic phtra'c 01 he ticc it ol,1r0&I'odr compnenririt of he trat isicriiI- reciprocal dependence of the quantity M'fc,,p upon angular
tiuppirc'sinrg tir rIm %ohit aut .c xacfor itn ritd radt iated wiiac dunn atsii tii icr ion frequency wo seen in Eq. (3 1
it trequenrc\ 1irri/nitirizi .biegirrisio IfXX) tI. It is clear from the rather large values of M ....,seen in

Fig. I I that the total duration 7-of a transient-suppressed
waveform must be significantly restricted. For example. as-

In Fig. 1) thc variation in thc ratio.4 /V, with respect to suming a maximum allowable peak transmitting voltage of

frcquency is dcpictcd. As can be seen, this ratio is less than 1 1000 V, the maximum value of r at 12 kHz is 0.0 173 s. This

in the v icinit% of thc (approximately) 12 kHz resonance fre- corresponds to about 200 cycles of I 2-kHz sound. While 200

quncyIý of' thc F 56 transducer, but is greater than I for fre- cycles may not seem to be a great pulse-length restriction.

qun st hat arc cithcr significantly greater, or significantly this calculation assumes only a I V drop across the resistor

lcss, than the rcsonancc frequcncy. This means that the ped- R,. Tiis only 0. 1%"( of the maximum amplitude of the
c~tl \ltac 1, mst c geatr tan he mpltud ofthe driving waveform of 1000) V unrder :onsiderat ion here. If it is

sinu'I.oidal amplitude 4U near resonance. hut is less than the desired to produce a 10-V drop across resistor R,, , which is

sinusoidal amplitude for frequencies far from resonance. still only I177 of the total drive voltage amplitude, the maxi-

The phase angle (3 betwe en the sinusoidal portion of the mumn pulse length is reduced to only about 20 cycles. Since a

transient-suppressing %Nvaeform aiid the waveform appear- vecry l .ow voltage source internal resistance is required for the

ing across resistor R,, (i.e., the w~aveformn radiated into the transient-suppression method to work, as described in Sec.

surrounding fluid 1110(11n11) is plotted as a function of fre- 11, the 1000-V maximum source amplitude discussed here

qucncv in Figt 10. It is clear from Fig. It0 that the phase angle might be difficult to achiev.e in practice. For a maximum

(,6 is close to) i~cr, for t'requenicies near resonance. However, voltage source amplitude of 100 V. and a desired voltage

the Pha'se angle 6~ is lc'.s than zero for tre(lirlt.-nies below reso- drop of It) V across resistor R,, , the maximum achieveable

Mince and is gruate than /ero for frequencies above reso- Pulse length would, of course. reduce to Just 2 cycles. (As is

nlance. (bsbhvoisqaiaveysimilar to the behavior des.cribed iii a companion publication.," actual experiments

of the phase angle in the case of tlife LCR circuit that was
described in Sec. 1. ) A nalvt ical lv evaluating Eq. ( 33) in the
limit as tfrcq1Cn1cV apprioaches zero shows that ~6 approachecs

-- ~~ 600 -
400

~0 100012 200 304) '80 2',20200 icri;, rI 500 60 700' 00 900 '000

-~ DATA POINTS (Each PoiO- I -. 10-0..c d)

Wh g 1- ci111uid, 1tig 1I . 1.- 1171 h

b~h( i it I (It N t kil )cI I / urtC 10`/0orrit 011 c itI II ric Ic cro-colg il t vic ic
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have shown that achieving Pulse lengths of uip to several transient-suppressing drive is unfortunate, it does not pre-
cycles is quite realizable in practice. ) clude the utility of the method, as demonstrated in the ex-

Finally. in Fig. 12 thle timie-domnain repr--sentation of perimients described in a companion article.'1
each of thle three separate components of the transient-suIp- Although the case ot a spherical transducer was of par-
pressing drive is shown together with the total transient- ticular interest here. the mnethod presented also applicahle.
suppressing driN e, i.e.. the sum of the three components. fIn at least in anl approximate way, to more complicated trans-
producing Fig. 12. the driving frequency was taken to be I ducers. For example, the successful application of the methi-
kHz. and at I-cycle portion of the drive is shown. Also, the od to a transducer arraN is described in Ref. 12.
sinusoid appearing across resistor R,, is taken to be initially Future work will consider extensions of the method to
positive going. We examine this case because of the surpris other transducer types. These include flexural disks, moving
ing result, mentioned above, concerning the zero-frequencN. coils. tonpilzs, and various arrays of transducer elements.,
and infinite frequency. limiting behiasiors of tile transient- Two approaches will be considered. The first, which is large-
suppressing, drive. fin particular, it is certainIN surprising IN, empirical, will involve attempting to apply the spherical
that at I80-deg phase shift, relative to the sicual that is de- transducer equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 to tnonspherical tranls-

srdin tefluid, is required in the sinusoidal component of ducer types. Thle second approach will involve usingeqia
the transient-suppressing drive. What this mean,,, Of Course, lent circuits that are more su~itarile to the transducer types of
is that far from resonance, if an initially positive-conic sinuL- interest. However, the calculation of the transient-suppress-
soid is desired t,, appear across resistor R, then anl initially ing drive wvill follow the same methods of analysis presentedi
negiitive-going sinusoidal component of thle transient-su~p- here.
pressing dris e is, required'. ft is expected that the present method will have anl im-

As canl be ween by examining Fic'. 12. thle overall tran- mediate application to the second of the tw~oareas of interest
sient-suppressing drive (curvýed solid line) actually departs described in thle Introduction, namely, scattering or reflec-
smooth lv from /ero inl this case, and in the po)sitive-goinlg I ion measurements conducied inl a confined region. Applica-
dIirect ion, despite thle fact that thle sinuisoidal component tion to the first area described. i.e.. transducer calibration iii
(double-dot (lash line) is indeed init ially negative going. It is a confined region, is currently restricted to calibration of

clear from Fig. 12 that this smooth posit'. c-going behavior spherical sources only. Whet her application to sources of
of' the transient-suppressing drive is achieved by the inlfo~- other type is feasible must aw-ait the results of thle further

nICe of the positive-going ramp voltage: i.e.. the positive conl- research discussed here.
trilbutition of.the rain p voltage ( dashed li ne) leala IN conipen -
saties the negat ye contribution of thle negative-going si lie.
The pedestal voltage contribution ((lot-dash line) essential- 'J Bernstein. S. Schtldkr-ait. J, cattatian. M. C.ý lunger. t._ (j. Copies. and
Iv canicels thle nonzero value of' thle negative-going sinle at [) l~et;. -A coust ic traniisent SnIIAellaISiitd.- V ~DO Rep~or~ti =1)1" P710.

iunes near t -c 0. ( The negat ive-goi ng__sine is non zero at( time tF G; WHIM.i. J PI'eCtIi raiad 1 It Ikleita r. -()nl rimlug a t rattsd u~cr to
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